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AWMA
With the countdown well and truly on for the
2019 Australian Women in Music Awards, the
event has begun its rollout of exciting program
details ahead of the October Awards Ceremony
and Concert at the Brisbane Powerhouse!
Leading today’s announcement, the reveal of
the 2019 AWMA Program speakers include Amy
Sheppard, Yumi Stynes, Deborah Cheetham,
Kween G, and Kim ‘Busty Beatz’ Bowers,
along with an Awards Concert that traverses
Opera, Roots, Hip-Hop, Pop, Rock and even a
“Guitarmagedon”.
This year, four forums featuring industry leaders
from across the sector and diverse opinion
makers will be held in conjunction with the
Awards Ceremony, Concert and Party at the
Brisbane Powerhouse on October 8 and 9.
Some of the amazing talent will include:
2019 keynote speaker: Eddie Ayres,
Facilitators: Kween G (Hip-Hop Artist), Merenia
Marin (Artist/Specialist Ignite Ability Facilitator
SSI), Rhianna Patrick (First Nations Broadcaster),
Dr Eve Klein (music scholar, producer)
Panelists: Kaylah Truth, Dizzy Doolan & Philly
(First Nations Hip-Hop Artists), Yumi Stynes
(Television/Radio Presenter, Author), Kara
Hinesley (Head of Public Policy Australia & NZ Twitter) and Alethea Beetson (Digi Youth Arts),
Angela Samut (CEO, QMusic), Melanie Knight
(Costume Designer/Stylist), Amy Sheppard
(Artist), Billie McCarthy (Artist) and Kim ‘Busty
Beatz Bowers’ (Hot Brown Honey), Deborah
Cheetham AO (First Nations soprano, actor,
Artistic Director), Dr Jordin Steele (producer,
director, performer), Heather Fairburn, (director)
Cheryl Barker AO (internationally-renowned
soprano), Lissa Twomey (Executive Director
Major Performing Arts for the Australia Council)
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Along with these epic forum discussions held
over the two-day AWMA event, ticket holders
will have access to an incredible line-up of talent
at a Career Development Speed Networking
session presented by AWMA & APRA AMCOS.
Participants will have the opportunity to meet
music practitioners from across the music
industry including acclaimed producer Anna
Laverty, ABC Brisbane’s Rhianna Patrick,
broadcaster Yumi Stynes and musicians such as
L-FRESH The Lion, Kween G, Jhindu Lawrie, Sue
Ray, Jeremy Neale, Regurgitator’s Ben Ely and
more.
Awards in 15 categories including Lifetime
Achievement, and Emerging Artist as well as new
categories celebrating achievements in Music
Journalism, Image Making, and Excellence in
Classical Music will be announced on October 9
at the 2019 AWMA Ceremony and Concert.
This year’s AWMAs will be emceed by Yumi
Stynes and Alethea Beetson and will feature
the incredible talents of Cheryl Barker, Tamara
Anna Cislowska, Clare Bowditch, Katie Noonan,
Melinda Schneider, NGAIIRE and more. Capped
off with an unmissable finale performance that
will see Katie Noonan, Zoe Hauptman and Jess
Green joining the legendary Renée Geyer on
stage, the 2019 Australian Women in Music
Awards is not to be missed.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
Tickets to the 2019 AWMAs, to be held in
Queensland at the Brisbane Powerhouse, are on
sale now.
Tickets for individual events, including music
industry forums and keynote speaker, as well as
the Awards Ceremony and Concert, are available
separately or as part of discount packages.
Concessions are also available.
Further details on the forums is available at
womeninmusicawards.com.au >
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Hello Peeps,
It’s the second month of spring for us Aussies.
Spring is a wonderful season to remind us
that life constantly creates new beginnings,
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of fresh buds, of farmers planting seeds, and
temperatures slowly rising. It is also the time
to spring clean and declutter.
In the spirit of spring, what new seeds are
you going to plant for yourself? What new
beginnings are you going to commit to?
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What will you challenge yourself to declutter
from your life? What new belief or narrative
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Let spring be your new chapter and this time
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next year…. who knows what awaits you? What
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treasures you will find? How differently you will
have experienced life? Enjoy the journey.
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In this issue, we have the privilege of chatting
to Vicki Gordon, founder of AWMA, The Run,
The Kava Kings, Oly Sherman, Tom Thum and
our regular Life Skills and Values Issues.
May your October be wonderful.
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“Just don’t give up
trying to do what you
really want to do.
Where there’s love and
inspiration, I don’t think
you can go wrong.”
- Ella Jane Fitzgerald

Photo by Dingzeyu Li on Unsplash
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Vicki
Gordon
by Issey Lazzara

Q&A

Meet Vicki Gordon.
Vicki founded, with support from the QLD Government, Canon, and numerous
other partners, the Australian Women in Music Awards (AWMA) in 2018.
AWMA is the climax of Vicki’s lifetime dedication to address gender and
cultural equity and the remarkable contribution of women to the Australian
Music Industry. The establishment of AWMA honours and recognizes women
for their song writing, music photography, humanitarian work, cross-cultural
development, classical music, music education, music journalism, and more, for
the remarkable contribution to the Australian Music Industry.
Pioneering spirit of women, along with both male and female mentors, has
helped women to develop the role of women and leadership, creating the
pattern towards change.
Brisbane Powerhouse and AWMA have announced exciting program details
regarding their upcoming awards event on 8-9 October, which includes the
amazing talents of Amy Sheppard, Yumi Stynes, Deborah Cheetham, Kween
G, and Kim ‘Busty Beatz’ Bowers, along with an Awards Concert that traverses
Opera, Roots, Hip-Hop, Pop, Rock and even a “Guitarmagedon” and more.
Hashtag Oz caught up with Vicki for an insightful Q&A.
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Thank you for your time and for joining us on
Hashtag Oz.
You have done some phenomenal work
empowering women in the music industry,
founding the Australian Women’s Rock
Institute, the Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander Women’s Contemporary Music
Festival and, of course, you are the founding
executive director and creative producer
of the Australian Women in Music Awards
(AWMA).
What was your drive behind creating these
innovative movements?
The lack of opportunity – and invisibility – of
women in the music industry has always been
glaringly obvious to me. As a young feminist
those issues became a burning fire in my heart.
In Maori culture we have a thing called Kaupapa,
meaning ‘sacred cause.’ I have always known
that fighting for the rights of women was my
sacred cause, my mission in life.
When did you first begin to feel truly
passionate about gender and cultural equity?

You have spoken in the past regarding your
vision of creating an awards ceremony
dedicated just to women in the industry,
“Gendered awards can’t be a thing of the
past when we don’t have equality.” Do you
believe that isolating women’s achievements
could be one of the first steps to gender
equity within the industry?
I don’t see the AWMA’s as isolating women’s
achievements; we are shining a light on
the vast contributions of women who have
been historically overlooked for far too long.
Sometimes one has to take drastic action to
draw attention to inequality and that is what
AWMA has done. Some of the current gender
stats on women in the music industry are worse
than the mining industry, something had to
shift! Nothing changes if you do nothing to
change things!
What are some of the biggest hurdles you’ve
had to overcome on your mission for female
and cultural empowerment?
My own self esteem has been my biggest hurdle.

I don’t remember a time when I haven’t. I started
my career as a musician and I recall an amazing
performance opportunity which presented itself
to me as a young woman, which was denied
because of my gender. I have never forgotten it.

You’ve recently announced the AWMA 2019
program for October 2019 with some of
Australia’s finest female talents, such as
Clare Bowditch, NGAIIRE, Katie Noonan and
Cheryl Barker. What can we expect from this
year’s awards?

Was there an incident or occurrence in your
life that triggered you into action?

Another magical evening full of creativity,
empowerment, tears, and joy.

No. I have always been an activist. I learnt from
a very young age that the only way to change
things is to work from the inside, rather than
kicking from the outside.

Hashtag Oz is very big on supporting mental
health awareness. The music industry is a
tough industry to break into and make a
living from it. What advice would you give
those starting in the music industry to keep
their head above water?
Treat people as you wish to be treated yourself,
work hard, remain humble, and just keep going!

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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The Kava Kings
FOLLOW The Kava kings
A single that has arrived at the perfect time
where we’re looking ahead to warmer hazy
days ahead, ‘Stars’ from Sydney four-piece,
The Kava Kings, is the perfect remedy for any
winter-time frump. Taken from the band’s
new EP Two Strangers, ‘Stars’ is a piece of a
larger puzzle that focuses on relationships
and its different stages. Fiercely dedicated
to the meticulous growth of their artistry,
The Kava Kings poured each individual sonic
and band influence into the making of Two
Strangers. “The Two Strangers EP as a whole,
is a collection of songs that describe the
different stages of relationships. From love
loss to breaking out of chains and moving
on. We have reinvented the band with this
EP and recorded songs that feel totally
different to what we’ve ever done before.”

We bsite >
Instagra m >
Face book >
Twitte r >

Check out
‘Stars’
on youtube >

You can catch Kava Kings on Tour now.
Get tickets via their Website >
Hashtag Oz caught up with Kava Kings and
asked them 6 Things……

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Six things you didn’t know about

The Kava Kings

1
2
3
4
5
6

When Chris was younger, he never even used to say hi to Nuge when he’d come around to
hang out with Tom. Now they’re the best mates and obviously play in the band together.
This has been a running theme in the band since Tom and Nuge were in the same grade
and never talked until after school.
We have used our band money many times to buy cases of beer. It’s usually quite an
easy discussion when brought up. On our last European tour, we found a way to sneak
our own beers into a festival we were playing. We threw them in a guitar case and walked
around all night undiscovered. Until Tom offered one unknowingly to an organiser of the
festival.
Brann is a really amazing dancer and actor. We found this out recently after he joined the
band in 2016. He was so quiet at the start and we didn’t really know much about him, but
when we were on tour in WA, he started acting out scenes in our hotel room one night. It
was honestly the funniest thing he’s ever done. He’s great at dancing the salsa, too.
Tom and Chris are brothers. Tom is three and a half years older than Chris. Some people
are really surprised by that. They have been playing music together since they were kids.
Playing songs from Nirvana, The Vines, and The White Stripes in their garage. The band
was started in 2013 and has changed so much in this time.
The first gig we ever played was our friend Lawson’s 21st. We honestly only had about five
songs at this point and I swear we started playing Hotel California to fill the gaps, whilst
repeating the five songs we had. Nuge had beer spilt all over his pedals. A massive Yard
glass too. Such a loose night to kick-start our band.
Last year we toured Europe for the second time. It’s such an amazing experience driving
through a foreign country. One time we stopped off before a gig in Interlaken, Switzerland
on the edge of a beautiful lake. Tom love-tapped a car on the way into a parking space
and a man came running over screaming at us. He couldn’t speak English, but we knew
that was his car. It started with him kicking in our car doors and ripping off the windscreen
wipers, then he pulled a knife out on Chris in the parking lot. Luckily, we got away safely
and played the gig in town. But we were scared that he was going to show up at the gig.

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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“If you feel like there’s
something out there that you’re
supposed to be doing, if you
have a passion for it, then stop
wishing and just do it.”
- Wanda Sykes

Photo by Elijah M. Henderson on Unsplash
© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Tom Thum

Q&A

Beatboxing champion and musical maverick Tom
Thum has made another powerful splash with the
announcement of his brand new EP, Ratchet Face,
out now. The EP is a fine collection of music that
has been pulled together to represent the finessed
elements of Thum’s artistry and an exciting insight
into where the Queenslander is headed as he looks
down the barrel of a new decade of innovative live
music and performance.
As a sonic journey, Ratchet Face deftly moves from
the sensual to the primal. The EP’s title track is a
snapshot of the EP at its beastly peak, while tracks
including ‘Revelations’ and ‘Conceited’ demonstrate
Tom Thum’s bluesy, chill-wave edge. ‘Revelations’, a
starring track of Ratchet Face, highlights the nuances
within Thum’s songwriting, proving that he has only
just begun to scratch the surface of how deep his
emotional side goes on record. A track that mixes
in darker sonic textures and offers a clean balance
of production and writing arrangement, Thum
shines on ‘Revelations’, as he digs deep from his
soul in producing this evocative result. Made up
entirely of the human voice (with some finger snaps
thrown in for good measure), Ratchet Face proves
to be a defining marker on an already dynamic and
intriguingly strong body of work.

FOLLOW Tom Thum
Instagra m >
Face book >
Youtube >

Hashtag Oz caught up with Tom Thum .
© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Thank you for being a part of Hashtag Oz.
Last time we caught up with you was back
in November 2018 and lots has happened
since then. For one, you have released your
EP, Ratchet Face. Congratulations. This is a
very innovative EP that explores sensual to
primal sounds/music. Is it a reflection of your
expanding awareness of your ever-increasing
abilities or is it about the adventure of it all?
How far you can push the limits of sounds
and music, and of your vocal percussionism?
Is this a means to further diversify your
career? And if so, what does that mean for
your future?
It’s not really a means to do much at all except
satisfy myself. I have been writing music for
a long time and for the most part, 80 percent
of it never gets released. It’s nice to finally
be comfortable enough with something to
let it past the rigorous tentacles of the selfdoubt monster. It is most certainly about the
adventure. Songs for me are little timestamps
that I can look back on and remember exactly
how I was feeling when I wrote them.
You’ve been quoted as saying about your
new EP “This Ep is my first foray into fleshing
out the sound of all my vocal productions”.
It could be said to have been a labour of
experimentation, re-pitching and distorting.
What was the driving force behind this
experimentation? And how and why did this
motivate you to head in this direction?
It’s just an experiment in a fuller sound. Using a
variety of production techniques to pull things
from my voice that I never even knew were
there in the first place. Cam Bluff was super
instrumental in that process too, the man is a
wizard.

Your Ted Talk , Beatbox Brilliance >
has had over 70 million views. The pure
genius of watching you make a variety of
real-life sounds is fascinating and inspiring.
Tell us, how much practise does it take for
you to master one sound? How long before
you are satisfied?
It’s funny, I was writing a curriculum for an
online tutorial the other day in which I cover a
lot of different sounds. It was the first time I’ve
actually written down some of my arsenal and
then I realised I have spent hundreds (probably
thousands) of hours perfecting just one sound.
For me they are things I can now just call upon,
but it was really nice to just reflect and say, “I
have spent a lot of time creating this.”
Hashtag Oz is passionate about mental
health awareness. What are your three tips
for those who aspire to follow their dreams?
1. Be robust and unwavering in your
convictions. (Way easier said than done, but it is
IMPORTANT!)
2. It’s never too late. Set your office desk on fire.
(Figuratively, of course!)
3. Give yourself measured breaks and time outs.
It’s hard when you have turned your passion
into a profession, you can find yourself working
way too much which leads to burnouts etc. Also,
distance allows you to evaluate your art with a
clearer head. Please take some time to rest. Go
for a wander in the bush. That’s what I do and
man, it helps.

Check out
‘Revelations’
on youtube >
© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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The Run
There is a reason heartbreak songs are so popular. Arriving at just the right time for a lot of listeners,
hearing lyrics that navigate emotional terrain we’ve all been down can be comforting and cathartic.
When it comes to the latest release from Melbourne group The Run, this feeling definitely applies.
The band’s new single ‘Missing Out On’ captures gorgeous choral vocals, with a mix of indie and
soul similar to Ruel and Lime Cordiale, to present a musical letter to the one who is not going to be
keeping you down.
Hashtag Oz caught up with The Run with Five Things You Shouldn’t Miss Out On and Five Things We
Wish We Never Missed Out On.

Five Things You Shouldn’t Miss Out On
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Drinking 2 litres of water a day.
Seeing a live gig every month.
Spending time with your mum.
Making sure you get your five fruit and veg every day.
Opening up about your feelings with your friends.

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Five Things We Wish We
Never Missed Out On
1.

We completely missed the application dates for a few festivals
whilst heads down in the new single. A lot of places we can’t
wait to take on next year.

2.

Not playing for two years. What a waste of time. Not doing

3.

We had a mix up with our merchandise and now it’s coming

4.

We missed Jacob Collier the last time he came to town.

that again anytime soon.

later than planned. Still coming though, that’s for sure!

We missed our best mate Blaise’s comedy show when we

5.

played Howler. The absolute legend came straight to our set
after his and rocked up by the second song!

FOLLOW The Run
Website >
I n s tag ram >

Check out
‘Missing Out on’
on youtube >

Fac e b ook >
Yo ut ub e >

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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“If you don’t love what you
do, you won’t do it with much
conviction or passion.”
- Mia Hamm

Photo by Andre Hunter on Unsplash
© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Oly Sherman
Demonstrating clear songwriting prowess, indie-folk artist
Oly Sherman has returned with a stunning new record in
Three Oh Three. An intensely personal EP, Sherman invites the
listener in to gather an insight into the workings of a creative
going through one of the most significant moments of his life.
Sherman leads into this with the EP’s title track, a nuanced slice
of music that highlights his emotional lyrical side, as well as his
confidence in bringing some darker stories to light.
Tracing the track back to a heart procedure that left Sherman
with a pacemaker that would dictate his day-to-day experience
that followed, Three Oh Three is a reminder of a very specific
time during this transition period. “My pacemaker which I
had put in two years ago would literally tick over everyday at
3:03pm and it sent me a little insane. I could basically narrow
it down and describe the sensation through writing music and
lyrics that I had come up with.”
Navigating life with this adjustment to his physical make-up,
Sherman’s music that has resulted with the Three Oh Three EP is
a representation of how sometimes creativity can be borne out
of the strangest of situations.
Hashtag Oz caught up with Oly Sherman and asked him three
ways he keeps positive.

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Three Ways Oly Sherman Keeps Positive

1.
2.
3.

One big way that I try to keep positive is accomplished by using nothing
other than the sun! It may seem like a bit of a weird answer, but I try
to make as much time as possible available so that I can spend it in the
sun, because more often than not, it will turn what might be a shitty
day into a pretty good one. Just taking some cheeky time to myself
for an hour in the sun lifts my productivity so I can continue doing the
good stuff.
Another thing I like to do to stay positive is exercise every day. Even if
it comes down to just a walk in the morning before a full studio day, I
find that this can free my mind up and break up things which may have
been frustrating me from the previous day. Plus, who doesn’t love a bit
of fresh air?
The third and last big thing I do to stay positive is to make as much
time to see family and friends as I can. I feel like this is a pretty big one
for most musicians out there, as these are the people that are going to
keep you grounded no matter what the music industry chucks at you. I
know from personal experience that my mates and the ones who love
me have always made me feel like I’m worth something, even if some
days it’s really hard for me to see this.

FOLLOW oly Sherman
Instagra m >
Face book >

Check Out
‘Three oh three’
on Youtube >

Twitte r >

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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“Always remember, you
have within you the
strength, the patience,
and the passion to reach
for the stars to change
the world.”
- Harriet Tubman

Photo by Joshua Earle on Unsplash
© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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KNOW YOUR VALUES SERIES

Independence
By Cheryl Little
Photo by Priscilla Du Preez on Unsplash

When I grow up, I’m going to do whatever I
want! Did you ever say that? Do you laugh
about it now?
It doesn’t often feel like we’re doing whatever
we want when we face the daily grind, but
really, we are. Our lifestyle is the result of our
choices in life, good or bad. Owning those
choices is the epitome of independence. When
we don’t like where we are, independence
gives us the power to change.
Of course, when it comes to independence
most of us think about money. That’s an
obvious one, and skills with money will keep
you self-sufficient and give you a measure of
security. Gaining marketable skills to support
yourself and then using your earnings to
support yourself is make or break.
But real independence is about mindset. It’s
self-respect tempered by respect and concern
for others.
Respecting your own feelings and opinions is
the absolute crux of what independence truly
is. Do you know why you feel the way you do
about things, or do you bend with the wind
and popular opinion?

It’s important to check in with yourself and ask
yourself not only what you personally believe,
but why. Is it defensible? Logical? Sound? You
can’t stand up for what you think is right if
you’re not sure what that is, or if you don’t
know why you believe that way.
Some people are afraid of being too
independent. Whether it’s fear of making
a mistake or offending someone, they can
become so dependent on the opinions of
others that they second-guess themselves
constantly. If you have a friend who hates
green, do you hesitate to decorate using
green in your own house? Yeah, that may be
a silly example, but we can become overly
dependent on the opinions of others, and
insecure in our own skins.
But sometimes our insecurity can come out
aggressively, often without us realizing it.
If someone states opinions or beliefs that
don’t agree with yours, do you feel personally
challenged? Do you find yourself getting
uncomfortable, upset, or defensive? This
might be a sign that you’re not as secure in
your beliefs as you’d like to think you are, or
that you don’t have a firm grip on the actual
facts that you should.

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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A truly secure person respects the
independence of others as well. They respect
their opinions and can agree to disagree. They
don’t get emotional or argumentative over
every little thing.
Does that mean that you never discuss
differences, ask why someone believes
the way they do, or change your mind?
No. The interchange of ideas is one of the
most important things we can do, but this
interchange only really works within an
atmosphere of respect.
If you change your mind, does that mean
you’re not independent?
It’s important to be flexible. But be sure
you’re not quickly bending to emotional
appeals, repetition, or popular opinions that
are not based in fact. That sets you up to
become a victim. Decide what you believe in
and stick with it even under pressure, unless
your change of decision is based on fact and
reason. Consider the agenda of the person
promoting the belief and their background.
Never be afraid to ask why.
When all is said and done, people will
remember you for what you say and do. That
becomes your reputation. Not who your family
is or were. This is your life now, use it wisely.
That’s the power of being an independent
adult.

FOLLOW Cheryl Little
I n stag r a m >

Photo by Priscilla Du Preez on Unsplash
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Life Skills 101

Betrayal:
How to deal with it
By Issey Lazzara

Photo by Edu Grande on Unsplash

At some point in our life, all of us need to deal with betrayal. Whether it’s a
friendship gone rogue, or an unfaithful partner, the result is always the same,
you’re left hurt. The mere thought of trusting someone as you once did is almost
incomprehensible and the temptation to retaliate can be too enticing to ignore.
So here are eight tips on dealing with betrayal and healing from the pain.

1. Don’t make any rash decisions
Despite the temptation, refrain from doing anything you may regret. Think carefully
before you say or do something hurtful, or something that may be stooping down
to the level of the person who betrayed you. Although you may feel a moment of
satisfaction, it is more likely to leave you feeling guilty and make things worse.

2. Don’t blame yourself
Whatever you do, don’t start down the road of self-condemnation; this will get you
nowhere. It’s important not to justify another person’s actions by shifting their
accountability onto yourself, because another person’s actions are entirely their
own choice.

3. Speak to a third party
It’s always a good idea to speak to a third party when you feel betrayed. Whether it’s
a close friend, a family member, your partner, or a counsellor, speaking to someone
with a different perspective about the situation can help rationalize your thoughts and
emotions. In some cases, you may find that perhaps you misread a situation or that
the person who you felt betrayed you, may have had good intentions. It’s important to
achieve an understanding from more than one angle, and gain perspective.

© 2019 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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4. Speak to the person who betrayed you
Communication is key during moments of hardship, especially if you’re determined
to preserve the relationship you have with the person you feel betrayed you. It’s
important to speak calmly and rationally, avoiding further disputes, as this would be
counterproductive. Be clear and honest about how you feel and what you expect.

5. Find healthy ways to express yourself
It’s easy to give in to anger or anxiety and drink yourself silly, or eat so much that you
feel as though you might burst, or yell at strangers on the street. Instead, try healthier
ways to expel your anger and anxiety from your mind, heart, and life. Exercise is a
big one. Whether it’s just going for a long walk with your furry friend, shooting some
hoops, or going to the gym. Exercise releases chemicals called endorphins which
trick your brain into having a higher pain threshold and encourage you to feel more
optimistic. Additionally, staying in good shape is a great way to promote confidence
and optimism.

6. Take time out for yourself
Taking a mental health day (or a mental health week) can be greatly beneficial to your
health, as well as giving you time to process your feelings about being betrayed. This
doesn’t mean staying in bed all day and wallowing in your grief. Instead, go outside
and read a book, cook your favourite meal, or revisit an old hobby that used to bring
you joy.

7. Treat yourself
It’s not the best idea to eat an entire tray of cookies or to drink an entire bottle of
wine, however, it’s not a bad idea to live a little. Eat a slice of pizza, go out with your
mates, or take yourself out shopping and buy that jacket you’ve been eyeing off for
the past three months. Doing something for yourself can be incredibly empowering
and may promote a more positive outlook on life.

8. Don’t feel pressured to keep someone in your life
if you deserve better
You can always find a way to forgive someone who has hurt you. If you don’t, you are
allowing them to go on hurting you, repeatedly. This does not mean that you must
stay in a relationship with them. It is not always possible to revive a relationship
damaged by betrayal. Sometimes you have to gage what is best for you and your own
wellbeing rather than focusing on preserving the relationship. Sometimes what’s best
for you is walking away and starting anew.
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SEE YOU IN
NOVEMBER
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The Aaron Foundation
The Aaron foundation assists homeless or
at risk youth and supports them to gain
employment and re-entering society. It also
is leading a literacy program in Ethiopia to
combat poverty.
To get involved visit

www.theaaronfoundation.org

Hashtag Oz recongizes the outstanding
support of Beyond Blue, The Butterfly
Foundation and The Aaron Foundation in
supporting and promoting mental health in
Australia.
If your orgnisation supports and promotes
mental health, contact us now at:

admin@hashtagoz.com.au
To find out how your organisation’s contact
details can be published with each issue of
Hashtag Oz.
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